
ELECTRICITY CHALLENGE IN INDONESIA

Indonesia faces two huge challenges in addressing sporadic and widespread electricity shortages and in its efforts to
increase the electrification ratio through the 35, MW mega power plant project. Indonesian Electrical Society (MKI)
secretary-general Heru Dewanto said on.

Efficiency improvements will come from building design, better appliances and lifestyle changes. However, in
remote rural areas, hydro power is now becoming increasingly competitive compared to fossil fuel-powered
alternatives, due to the high energy prices which can be trice as high as in the centres that neutralise the still
existing fuel subsidies by the Indonesian Government. The first is reduced pollution from transport, industry,
power plants, and residential energy; the second is improved energy security from developing domestic
renewables. Compounded by production problems, this has forced the country to buy spot cargoes of LNG to
meet export obligations and has prompted the country to consider imposing a moratorium on gas exports.
However, climate concern has not been fully internalised into the Indonesian development agenda. Other
factors that could temper enthusiasm for developing power projects in the country involve land acquisition and
permitting. The Indonesian government has already made progress in tackling these challenges. Stories about
the renewable energy tariff in Indonesia will continue as GOI must balance the condition between one side of
the energy supply prices affordable by the people of Indonesia and the other side to encourage the private
sector to participate dominantly in providing the renewable energy generation with incentives. Because the
ministries do not receive extra funding, ongoing activities are integrated into the DME program. The report
adds that it can take upwards of 20 years to reach an electrification ratio of percent which can be made more
difficult by a myriad of factors. Deep decarbonisation holds two additional benefits. Developing renewable
energy sources and low-emissions technologies could stimulate economic development and create jobs.
Bringing electricity to rural Indonesia Angaindrankumar Gnanasagaran 16 February A lineman from the
state-electricity company PLN installs new power cables in Jakarta. In the past, the prolonged price subsidies
and availability of oil , resulted in low oil prices in Indonesia. Rural households typically spend a significant
share of their income on these energy sources â€” despite the inconvenience and the environmental and health
hazards associated with them. Most off-grid regions are supplied by diesel power plants that consume high
priced diesel oil. PLN to purchase the renewable energy generated until capacity 10 MW. There are also some
proven technologies, such as solar, biofuel, and geothermal, that are currently more expensive than
competitors such as diesel and coal-fired generation. Together, they must ensure enough funding for electricity
supply and the development of electricity infrastructure in remote, underdeveloped regions of the country. The
government has outlined goals to install 9. As Dr. And because the law forbids foreign-owned companies to
hold unregistered land, converting rights to registered land can be a lengthy and expensive process. Sitting on
at least 6. Addressing an Existing Crisis It is important to note that the country has been long-steeped in a
festering electricity crisis characterized by rolling blackouts lasting, on a national average, about 3. The
off-grid solution Hence, the solution is to turn to off-grid programs, where electricity is generated on site
especially from renewable energy resources. In ,  It is expected to increase to about 97 percent in and
ultimately percent by in accordance with The National Policy adopted in  Funds can only be used for
hardware. The remaining consists largely of captive power for the manufacturing industry. It is calculated that
for every 1 percent increase in GDP the energy demand increases by 1. GoI mentioned that the potential of
renewable energy in those priority areas was very large, about gigawatts will attract investment. The figure
below shows the energy consumption for generation of electricity. It is no headline news that energy supply
and economic growth are intrinsically linked.


